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ABSTRACT

Today we are making substantial progress in building digital
libraries[l). We have vast online files, CD-ROMs of major journals, and
over 100 text browsers for sale. Some of the digital library systems are
based on Ascii text, and some on images of pages. Both methods can
produce material that is more effective at a user's task than is information on paper. Surprisingly, however, we are making less progress on
software libraries to support code re-use and permit us to build on each
other's work. Despite the fact that computers can understand code, and
not English, we can automatically index or classify English, but not
code. Fundamentally, code is a very abstract language. Research is
needed to improve our ability to recognize what is in code, and sort it
effectively.
1. Introduction

In 1994 the United States started the Digital Library Initiative, funded by the National
Science Foundations (NSF), National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
and the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Defense Department (ARPA). This
solicited research proposals for digital libraries, and made six awards. Of the six, four
plan to use as their collection scientific papers. The University of Illinois will do
scientific journals in general; the University of Michigan is focussing on earth and
space sciences; Berkeley will do California environmental information; and Stanford's
collection starts with computer science literature. The other two are less usual: the
University of California Santa Barbara is building a project based on images and maps,
and Carnegie-Mellon University will be using television broadcast videotapes.
Digital libraries could, of course, contain other kinds of information. The rejected proposals are not made public by the granting agencies, although some of the universities
have discussed their plans. There were, for example, at least two proposals for data
libraries, which would have been interesting research. Someone may have proposed a
sound library, storing acoustic information instead of printed information.
But a particularly interesting possibility possibility would have been a software library.
Large software projects only occasionally arrive on time and on budget; Scientific
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American for September 1994 estimated that only about 114 of large software projects
are successful. If we could rapidly find software that performed particular functions,
we could expect to increase software re-use and facilitate software development.

Part of the problem is not about code, but about industrial databases. Manufacturers
maintain large databases of the parts they use in their products (John Deere, for example, has 750,000 parts in its files) and have similar difficulties retrieving particular
items. But our inability to build libraries of code is particularly baffling. Code, unlike
CAD drawings or English text, is completely definable by a computer; it really has no
other meaning. And yet, we are unable to pick up a piece of code and decide that it
should be put with the matrix diagonalization routines, or with the plot drawing routines, or what.
How do text libraries work? There are two general ways. One set of possibilities relies
on manual indexing, in systems such as MEDLINE. The set of people who index medical literature has no analogy in the computer field. Don Knuth argued that we should
publish programs as literature; not only do we not do so, we don't index them, either.
The other, and now more frequent kind of searching, relies on the individual content
words of English. This article is about digital libraries because it contains those words.
Computer code, by contrast, does not contain the equivalent of function words. The
functionality of code is in its structure, not its particular words. If we considered code
as a language, it contains many more function words, very short sentences, many more
inter-sentence links, and most important, only proper nouns or pronouns. A proper
noun (e.g. John) only really has meaning by pointing to a particular person, whereas a
common noun (e.g. apple) has a meaning independent of the context. Computer variables are more like proper nouns or pronouns; it does not make sense to index documents by words like John or she, it only makes sense to index by words like apple.
Since most programs consist of variables, we do not have the information needed to
access them.
If we could build access tools, however, they would be very useful. Large software systems now as big as the largest book. Bellcore, for example, maintains 70M lines of
code. Since a book usually has 60-70 characters per line, this implies that Bellcore
maintains the equivalent of about 5,000 books. Needless to say, if you added up all the
ordinary (English) books written and published by Bellcore staff, it would be far fewer
than 5,000 titles (at most a few dozen).

2. Digital Libraries

=

Information browsing may well be the "killer ap" for the global information infrastructure. After a long period of building text retrieval systems for specialists, ordinary people are now browsing and searching the Internet. Although they do not know it, they
are using hypertext, word associations, and ranked retrieval, among other algorithms.
In addition, large numbers of ordinary library users, who had often refused to read off
screens when those screens displayed images from microfilm, are now reading off
screens that contain images from CD-ROM. Readers are browsing rather than just
searching for specific items, and they are not dealing just with text, but with pictures
and sounds; in fact it is the advent of pictures and sound that have made the Web so
attractive to so many.
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The explosion of information on the Web is widely known. There are something like 5
million web pages found by Lycos, and CMU estimates that there might be 20 million
total web pages. Netnews is distributing, every day, 450 MBytes in 140,000 articles.
This is up from 50 MB a day in 1993 and 1 MB/day in 1989. If we assume that a year's
worth of book publishing is about 50 GB, this means that Netnews is distributing more
bytes than the entire US printed book industry.
Libraries, and othet systems for dealing with scholarly information, are changing as
well. Some libraries, especially corporate libraries in industries such as pharmaceuticals, already spend more money buying bits than buying paper. The data industry as a
whole, including online financial information, is now comparable to the nonfiction book
industry. Price increases, space shortages, budget constraints on universities, and other
problems are steadily shrinking the amount of printed literature a typical academic
library can buy and keep. The current system is near collapse, but at the same time
online catalogs have now taken over, interlibrary loan largely moves by fax rather than
by mail, and CD-ROM sales doubled each year in the early 1990s.
To show just how far the economics of digital libraries have come, consider just the
costs of building libraries against the cost of scanning books. The Cornell CLASS project reported costs of about $30 for scanning books[2J, and these were fragile-paper
books requiring that each sheet be placed by hand on a flatbed scanner. Substantially
cheaper scanning would be possible for books with paper strong enough to fed through
a mechanical stacker. Even assuming a $30 cost, however, and adding the less than $10
of disk space required to store the resulting books, remember that this is only needed
once, no matter how many libraries wish to access the books. By comparison, a new
bookstack at Cornell cost about $20/book and at Berkeley, about $30/ book (the extra
cost of construction to stand up to earthquakes). The new library building at UCSF is
about $60/book, the new BL about $75, and the new French national library about
$IOO/book. These latter libraries are more than just bookstacks, however; they include
reading rooms, offices and so on. If the books are online, however, you might not need
the reading rooms either. In any case, today, if four universities which were all planning to build a new stack could instead identify a few hundred thousand out-ofcopyright books they all held, scan them, and remove the originals to make space, they
would be financially better off. The Mellon foundation has funded just such a project,
project JSTOR, in which the entire run of ten important economics and history journals
will be scanned (with permission granted by the publishers to cover the more recent
issues which are still in copyright). Libraries will then see if they can successfully substitute access to these images for their copies of these widely held journals.
Why don't libraries already do this? Part of the reason is difficulty with obtaining
copyright permission to scan the more recent and valuable material (which even if out
of print, remains in copyright for 75 years under the present law). Part of the reason is
lack of viewing stations in the libraries and among the users (and networks to connect
them). But part of the reason is fear that the users can not, or will not, use the images in
place of the paper. Some years ago, we began an experiment to measure the usability
of online files.
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3. The CORE Project - Testing Online Primary Journals
The CORE project[3] is an experiment in online access to chemical journals, and it is a
joint project of Cornell University, the American Chemical Society (ACS), Bellcore,
Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS), and OCLC (the Online Computer Library Center).
We wanted to compare how effectively people could use paper and electronic joumals,
and we also wished to compare the effectiveness of image and Ascii representations of
journals. Some digital library projects have been using images of pages; these include,
for example, the Elsevier TULIP experiments[ 4], the commercially available IEEE
journals on CDROM from UMI, the Adonis system[5], and the AT&T/UCSF Red Sage
project[6]. Other projects use Ascii text as their base: this includes the entire Web but
also such products as the Chadwyck-Healey English Poetry Database and the STN system (Science and Technology Network) and the full text sources available through Dialog, Nexis, and other vendors. Full text for primary journals has been delayed, unfortunately, by difficulty of including graphical material. Some systems (e.g. OCLC's
online journals such as the Online Journal of Current Clinical Trials) do support graphics, but many of the commercial offerings do not. On the other hand, the CD-ROM systems are normally only available in libraries, not at the user desktop, since either legal
or technical reasons restrict the ability of the libraries to distribute the information over
a local network.
Our project has one of the few joint databases. We converted some 300,000 pages of
ACS journals, both scanning all the pages and also providing SGML derived from the
ACS database (ultimately produced as part of the typesetting operation). The ACS journals do contain visual information, about 114 of the total journal (measuring in square
inches) being graphics. Virtually all the graphics are line drawings, typically chemical
structures or spectrograms or drawings of experimental apparatus. We obtain these
illustrations by analyzing the scanned images, and finding the material that does not
have the regular line structure of text. These images are then combined with the Ascii
derived from the database to produce SGML, according to a DID that is extended from
the AAP EMS definition, and then placed into a large database. An overview of the
data flow is shown in Figure I. ACS provides primary journal pagess; CAS provides
indexing and magnetic tape of journal text. The pages are scanned, graphics picked
out, and the resulting graphics combined with the text content to make a file of text in
Ascii plus images. The users express queries against the text file and then see either the
image or Ascii version, depending on the interface.

We provided interfaces using both images and Ascii. The simplest interface was the
image browsing interface, called Pixlook. Figure 2 is an example of Pixlook, in which
the user is browsing through a set of journals. A list of 20 ACS journals is presented,
and the user chooses one, and then from other windows selects a year and issue. The
table of contents of that issue, showing the authors and titles of each article, is in the
bottom left window. Clicking on a line in the table of contents causes the first page of
that article to be displayed. Although the scanning is at 300 dpi, one bit per pixel, the
initial display is at 100 dpi so that it fits on the screen. It is enhanced with grey-scale
anti-aliasing, so that it can be read although not comfortably. The user has buttons to
zoom in, so that the page is displayed at full resolution, in which it is easy to read but
only a small part of the page fits on the screen. Other buttons move to the next page, or
request a printed copy of the article. The actual display of the article, in this interface,
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is the scanned image of the page.
Pixlook also permits the user to search for words, using a simple Boolean search feature
(which includes fielded searching). Because the display is a scanned image, however,
there is no highlighting of hits. Fortunately, most of the articles are only a few pages
long. The search display is similar to the browsing display: the user enters the search
terms in a small window, and then a list of matching articles showing the authors and
titles pops up.
Figure 3 shows the SuperBook interface. This is an example of an Ascii interface.
SuperBook was designed at Bellcore with a goal of seeing that users could not easily
get lost. It views the document collection as a linear string, with a hierarchical organization patterned after the kind of textbook that has section numbers like 2.3.2 or such.
The display screen is divided into a left half, which shows the table of contents of the
collection, and a right half, which shows a page of text. The table of contents contains
the hierarchy, displayed in a fisheye viewer. Each line in the table of contents has the
section number and the heading. The fisheye view means that when one zooms in on
part of the table of contents to display more detail, the surrounding parts remain in less
detail, so that one can keep a large range of the overall table of contents visible. This
allows the users to maintain a view of where they are, and avoids the 'lost in hyperspace' problem.
Clicking on any line in the table of contents jumps to the corresponding point in the
text, moving the text page to match (and similarly, scrolling forward in the text will
adjust the selected line in the table of contents). The text is not an image, but is shown
from the SGML (with appropriate fonts, subscripting, etc). Items such as figures,
tables, footnotes and equations are indicated by icons in the right margin, and the user
clicks on them to bring up an enlarged image. There is one figure indicated on this
page, shown as a thumbnail icon.
Searching is unusual in SuperBook. The user can type a word or a short list of words,
and the search looks for instances of all of the search terms in one paragraph. There is
no way to specify Boolean operators. Since SuperBook has no sense of the collection
being made up of articles (the metaphor is that the document collection is a string) there
is no hit list in the usual way; instead, the number of instances of the search terms in
each part of the table of contents is shown to the left of the headings. This shows the
user the distribution of the search term around the collection, and helps decide where to
expand the table of contents or read some parts of the collection. Search hits can be
highlighted, as shown in this search for "buckyball."
Scepter, shown in Figure 4, was designed by OCLC. It provides a choice of views of
the document: it can display either scanned or resynthesized pages; in general it is
easier to read the resynthesized page. It provides a Boolean search system; in fact Pixlook performs its searches by calling on the Scepter back end. Scepter helps the user
form the search by providing check-off menus for things like the date range or fields to
be searched. The result of a search is a hitlist of article citations that match, and then
the user can click on the articles to be viewed.
Each article is displayed with a list of the section s of the article: title, author, text, references, tables, figures and so on. The user clicks on this list to bring up the corresponding part of the article. The list of figures is shown as thumbnails, and is the most
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popular part for most readers. The article text is resynthesized with the extended ACS
character set and formatted from the SGML tags.
Dennis Egan and co-workers did an experiment to see how effectively people could use
the electronic journals compared with paper journals[7]. Thirty-six Cornell chemistry
students were divided into three groups, one using paper journals, one using the Pixlook
image interface, and one using the SuperBook ascii interface. Two chemistry professors designed five tasks, chosen to reflect the range of things that chemists need from a
library. They also created many instances of these tasks, and each of the students spent
six hours doing some of these interfaces in their assigned mode. We measured both the
time and accuracy on each task. The experiment used a set of twelve monthly issues of
the Journal of the American Chemical Society, con taining 1068 articles and 4000
pages.
Of the five tasks, some required searching for information, and some just required reading articles. For example, the simplest task was to find a specific fact in a known article, with a complete cite given. The subjects simply had to go to that article and read it
until they found the particular fact. All the students could do this, fairly accurately
(about 75% overall scores). We found that it took about five minutes on average for the
students to do the reading, regardless of whether they were reading on paper, from the
images, or from SuperBook (there was a delay in finding the articles in SuperBook
caused by the mismatch between the article and linear string metaphor for the collection). Reading also took about the same time in another browsing task, in which the
students were given one issue and asked to skim through it looking for articles on eight
topics. On that task, although overall performance was comparable among the three
modes of reading, the details of the results showed an interesting difference. The students with the articles on paper made few precision failures (most of what they said
they found was actually there) but quite a lot of recall failure s (they missed many topics
that did appear). The students with the computer access, particular the Pixlook system,
made fewer recall failures but more precision failures; that is, they generally found a
great deal more, whether right or not.
By contrast, there was an enormous difference in performance on tasks that required
searching. The students with the articles on paper, although they had Chemical
Abstracts on paper to go along with them, had great difficulty searching. They often
gave up and were unable to complete the tasks. This reflected partly the difficulty of
doing any kind of combined searching (either ANDs or ORs) by hand in a printed
index, and partly the difficulties the students had with the controlled vocabulary of CA,
with which they seemed to have little familiarity. They did have half an hour of training with CA (matching the training period they were given for the computer system),
but it was not enough.
To oversimplify the results, we found that users of a digital library can read as easily as
those using paper, and can search much more effectively. We also found no resentment
about the use of the computer systems (in fact one student actually wanted to come
back after the experimental session to use the computers for some class project he had
to do). This confirms the obvious fact that many people including both ordinary readers
and profeSSional librarians like online information and use it regularly. A large industry
is developing in electronic books and in encyclopedias, for example, the electronic versions are pushing the paper versions off the market.
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5. Software libraries.
As shown above, we know how to build electronic libraries of textual documents and
use them successfully. By contrast, we seem unable to make successful libraries of
software to be retrieved by content. We are not able to re-use software effectively
partly because we can not find the earlier versions. What is strange is that one would
think code would be easier to process than text. After all, computer understanding of
English, although a dream for many years, has not been achieved, while understanding
code is inherent in its nature. For code we can give a completely accurate grammar, a
formal definition of semantics, and answer any specific question about its meaning.
None of this is possible for English.
Similar problems exist with other kinds of non-textual libraries. For example, it has
been difficult to make really general purpose image library systems. There is successful, intelligent image-handling software, but it tends to be specialized: the software for
handling CAD drawings, human faces, maps, and so on is not interchangeable. Most
libraries traditionally indexed photographs or drawings by writing descriptions of them
and then using the text for searching and retrieval. Recently, such projects as the IBM
QBIC system(8) have made it possible to imagine that we will have general image
retrieval.
There have been some interesting tries at software libraries. One well-known example
is Netlib[9[ by Eric Grosse, which delivers numerical analysis software by electronic
mail. This software library is a good analogy to a manually indexed journal system.
Programs are submitted to the library and verified by an editor. The editors are experts
in their fields and see to it that junk is kept out of the library. For each program, a short
written description is used as an index. Library users retrieve the index and then send
requests for the particular items they want; the actual retrieval is entirely automatic.
Originally, it operated by email; it now also exists on the net. In addition to the keyword search of the index, there is also now a classification of the numerical routines
into a traditional hierarchical structure.
Netlib is very successful (it now has several mirror sites around the world). However, it
is an analogy to traditional paper libraries, with manual indexing, and not to automatic
subject classification. It operates with volunteer labor, and in other areas of computer
science volunteeers have not appeared to make an analogy to Netlib. We still need a
way to put arbitrary programs into a library.
A very interesting technology is the dotplot code examiner of Ken Church[10) derived
from a technique for looking at biological databases such as DNA sequences. Consider
a large matrix in which each row represents one line of code in a program, and each
column also represents a line of code. Whenever the row and column contain identical
lines of code, the matrix element is 1; if the code is different, the matrix element is O.
Thus the matrix is Boolean, and it is represented by a pixel array with a dark dot for 1
and a blank pixel for O. Clearly the diagonal line, in which the row and column indices
are the same, is always a solid black line. What about the rest of the matrix? Well,
some lines of code will accidentally be the same, producing some scattered black dots.
But suppose an entire section of code is copied from one place in the program to
another. Then there will be another diagonal line, showing a sequence of black dots as
matching lines step I unit each in both the x and y coordinates.
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These short sections of diagonal lines are quickly recognized by eye, and this provides a
way to find repeated code easily. This is better than attempts to find such repeated code
mechanically, since the line will be recognized even if a few dots are missing (Le. there
have been some changes in the code). Substantial changes can still be expected to produce recognizable links; for example, if a block of code is copied, and then a new line
is inserted between every single pair of lines in the copied block, the result will be a
diagonal line of dots at a different slope.
There are some difficulties using this technique on large programs. The typical screen
can not display a pixel matrix above I 000x I ()()() and Church wished to use this on millions of lines of code. He developed techniques for abbreviating the matrix (for example, since most of the matrix is white, one can condense it by replacing a square block
with a single pixel which is black if any element in it is black). In addition, he was able
to use color as a way of helping reduce the size of the image. See the cited paper for
details.
This provided an ingenious way to find repeated code sequences in a large program,
particularly repeated sequences with slight changes. Simply repeated code sections
may be wasteful, but not necessarily dangerous. Repeated sequences with slight
changes may mean that code was copied; then a bug was detected and fixed, but that the
copy still contains the bug. Thus, the technique has been important to improve the code
in the 5ESS telephone switch and other very large programs. An example is shown in
Figure 5, which is taken from Church's paper. Note the repeated code sequences indicated by the short downward diagonal line segments.
Although the Church dotplot technique applies to all programs and thus has the generality of our text retrieval systems, it is not a searching system for programs to achieve
some purpose. Attempts have been made to build such systems. Leon Shklar at
Bellcore built a system called XReUse which used the Latent Semantic Indexing technique to search code, based on the code content, comments, titles, and anything else
around[IIJ. Latent semantic indexing was developed for text files[12J. It took a
word-document matrix, and performed a factor analysis to show which words frequently occur with other words. Searching could then be done on the factors, so that a
search for a word like "storage" might be automatically searching for words like
" disk'" or " tape" as well. The same technique can be applied to programs, in which
different features of the programs are used to supply the factors. This was done, but
the results depend heavily upon comments and titles, effectively returning us to the
world of text retrieval.
We desperately need some more techniques for program organization and retrieval. For
example, we are having some success at Bellcore with a method called "cliche recognition" by its developer, Chuck St. Charles. He looks through old code for patterns
which can be recognized as the equivalent of inline macros or subroutines. But this
again depends on manually written patterns to start with. More automatic methods
would be extremely valuable.

6. Conclusions.
We have techniques that will let us take text on any subject and build a useful retrieval
system. We do not have such techniqu es for software. If you ask, why can't we just
pretend software is a language, it has very strange properties viewed as a language. If
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we imagine that each statement is a sentence, and that operators are prepositions, and
most variables are pronouns (since they do not keep there reference point from one
occurrence to another), then programming languages have very short sentences, almost
all pronouns, and only a few ordinary nouns which have a meaning independent of
where they appear. Thus, the standard retrieval techniques don't work on them. We
are developing some new methods, but we're not very far along.
As I said at the beginning, it is surprising that we can't do better despite the formal
definition of all code. If we look at some function like pretty-printing, for example, we
realize that it is easier to do that for code than it is to take untagged English and decide
which words should be treated as section headings and put in boldface or which words
should be italicized. Yet for the more complex job of retrieval, we can't do that for
code.
Part of the problem seems to be mathematical uncertainty in defining what code means.
Since we can not even examine a program and decide whether it will stop, we can
hardly say what it will do. Theoretically, we can not expect to have a routine which
will take a program and pronounce formally and with certainty "this is a sort routine."
We might get a heuristic that will do it, and we should certainly look for some, but
we ' re not going to get a provably correct way to do that.
This suggests a sad message for some artificial intelligence research. For decades, it
has been suggested that once we have sentence parsing and discourse analysis and a
few other language handling techniques, we will have a way to do fully automatic question answering and other applications. The fact that we have the equivalent techniques
for programs without being able to do these steps makes one think that success at the
more advanced kinds of language processing may be even further away than it now
seems.
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It is therefore reasonable to suppose that B-N analogues of i!lWI.SW
APPLIED CHEMISTRY AND CHEMICAL J will be stable. The complete replacement of carbon by B-N units
PHYSICAL, INORGANIC, and ANALYTl would yield the B30N30 cluster. However, in that case the truncated
UNCLASSIFIED ITEMS
icosahedral structure is IOXpected to have limited stability, becaase it
would necessarily contain re!ativelyweak B- B and N- N bonds'? On
the other hand, the stepwise replacement of C2 units with BN to
produce CS8BN, C56B2N2, etc. is more feasible. Since for any
fullerene structure there are lOXactly 12 pentagons, it should be possible
to substitute all but 12 carbons of C60 with alternating boron and
nitrogen atoms. The resulting cluster would have the molecular
formula C12B24N24. with six C-C, 12 C-B, 12 C-N, and 60 B-N
nearest-neighbor interactions.
The derived structure (Figure 1)
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1 Structure of C12B24N24 as viewed along the C.3 rotational axis.
Nine of the 12 carbons (all six equatorial plus three polar) are shown.
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(see 1) consists of six pairs of pentagons, with each pair connected by
a C-Cbond. The 20 hlOXagons subdivide into 12 C2B2N2 and eight
B3N3 units, each ring being isoelectronic with its all-carbon
counterpart. The molecule has a single proper axis of rotation (e.3).
and belongs to the 56 point group. There are two chemically different
kinds of carbon atoms---six nearer to the equator and six nearer the
pole.
Detailed quantum calculations for a range of BN-substituted
i!lililM!l!ill analogues are in progress. However, to estimate the stability
of C12B24N24, we have carried out a simple Hiicke! calculation of the
~
type used by Haymet to predict the stability of C60 itse!f.9 9 Each
bond type (C- C, C- B, C- N, and B- N) requires a value for the
resonance integral p. Assigning P(C-C)
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DISCUSSION
Rapporteur: Robert S Allen
Mr Simonyi referred to Dr Lesk's comment that only half of the sale price went towards
making the product. He suggested that the retailers also get half of the sale price, and he
asked for clarification.
Dr Lesk replied that this wasn't the case in supermarkets.
Mr Simonyi claimed that for, say, furniture, there was such a mark up by the
supermarket.
Dr Lesk agreed that this was true for furniture, and also jewellery. He claimed that the
big fuss on the net was because some vendors were expecting to live on ten percent of
the purchase price.
Professor Katzenelson asked for clarification on the cost of storing a book digitally.
Dr Lesk explained that the costs in question were for scanning the book versus
physically storing the book in a building space in a library.
Professor Katzenelson asked that, regarding code in industry, if there was a
requirement that each program had associated with it some pages of text to describe it,
which could be searched.
Dr Lesk replied that the requirements were separate from the code, and written
independently, if not in parallel to save time. Often the requirements differed from the
actual code, causing problems. This could be enforced as a rule but is unpopular with
programmers.
Professor Katzenelson suggested that requirements could be searched to find a feature.
Dr Lesk agreed that this would be easy on a text file. He described the problem as the
mapping between requirements and code, and outlined proposals to create a very formal
mapping between the two, with a line by line association, covering test cases and code
modules. He reported that current trials have not been successful.
Professor Randell recalled a management strategy at IBM for hardware design, where
new products were required to be made out of a large percentage of existing boards,
and secondly that getting a new board into the library was difficult. He emphasised the
high quality control of this approach.
Dr Lesk described this practice as being widely used in Japan, where much code reuse
took place. Bell Core surveys report this to be cheating, because the different versions
are simply for different vendors of the same product. He suggested that often the design
of new parts was not necessary because of the existence of parts already, which have
previously been unrecorded.
Professor Randell compared this to an old approach of publishing papers, whereby the
paper would only be accepted if the author produced the pair of papers that it replaced!
Professor Hall asked if there was a move towards combining precisely fitting parts in
text environments, in the same way that reuse was applied in software.
Dr Lesk agreed that the problem of producing complicated hyper-media documents had
encouraged such an approach. He also pointed out the problem of quality control during
searching, traditional methods implicitly controlled quality by the acceptance for
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publication. This wasn't the case in Web pages, where quality cannot be evaluated
through word searches.
Professor Randell commented that a large number of new services on the Web were
aimed at searching and similar facilities.
Dr Lesk agreed, describing the use of selecting movie preferences by the preferences of
like minded peers.
Mr Simonyi brought up the subject of his impending talk on Intentional Programming,
and outlined the merits of raising the abstraction level of the information. He proposed
that by programming using intentions rather than instructions, such word searches
would have greater value. He described current programming practice as programming
in cliches.
Dr Lesk replied that Bell Core's work was not as ambitious.
Mr Simonyi thought that the work was complimentary, and not similar.
Dr Lesk explained that their work was not at such a high level, and they had not
attempted to extract intent. He stated that their main motivation was in condensing code.
Mr Simonyi remarked that in the long term this wasn't important, and that we were
merely in a transitory stage, identifying a better way to express the intentions of
programmers.
Dr Herbert expressed an interest in the new methods for programming, looking at them
from a system management point of view. He suggested that both were involved in
finding the information needed to perform such functions more easily. He thought that a
major area for the future would be in getting more information about the program into
the system, and using it.
Mr Lesk agreed, describing problems with the lack of information available for devices
to connect together.
Professor Randell commented that 'plug and play' systems had taken a long time to
develop, and drew an analogy with operating systems and hardware, describing the
Burroughs operating systems. He outlined the self configuration and device exploration
that occurred with the system.
Dr Herbert suggested that the ICL 1900 had similar capabilities, detecting the existence
of floating point units.
Dr Lesk said that this approach can't always be used, as algorithms to solve problems
may differ, but faster processing chips are beginning to make this unimportant.
Professor Randell asked the final question, bringing up the topic of data mining. He
wondered if any work in this area was relevant to the discussion.
Dr Lesk replied that he didn't really know enough about it. He explained that Bell
Core's work was very specific. He briefly mentioned the problems of failures of phone
networks.
Professor Randell thanked the participants and brought the session to a close.

